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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

Spin and parity assignments to the E, = 504 keV and 
E, = 506 keV resonance levels in 2’Al(fi,y)28Si 

The resonance level at E, = 504 keV in the 27Al(p, 1j)Wi reaction has been known 1) 

for some time to be, in fact, a doublet. Since an earlier study of this reaction had led to 

a spin and parity assignment 2) of 2+ when it wa, c still thought to be single, it was 

decided to re-investigate the components separately under the conditions of improved 

resolution recently attained a) with the Utrecht 850 keV cascade generator. The 

instrumental separation of the components of the doublet (hereafter referred to as the 

504 keV and the 506 keV resonance levels) was satisfactory 4), although the build-up 

of target contamination with time imposed an upper limit on the statistical accuracy 

achievable in one run. 

The assignments of spin and parity to the two resonance levels have been made 

on the basis of the following measurements: 

1) The angular distribution of the ground-state transition of the 504 keV level. The 

measurement led to an angular distribution of W(0) - 1 + (0.01 * 0.02) cos2 0; 

2) The angular distribution of the first excited state transition of the 506 kcV level. 

The measurement yielded in this case W(0) - 1 - (0.08 _+ 0.02) cos2 0; 

3) Both levels decay to both the ground state (0+) and the first excited state (2+) of 

2sSi. The 504 keV level also decays to the second excited state of asSi, whereas the 

506 keV level does not 5). This state has recently been conclusively proved to be 

a 4f level fi)5) ; 
4) The 504 keV resonance level emits alpha particles to the ground state of 24Mg(O+), 

the strength o(r,r,/rt) having been determined to be 0.76 & 0.08 eV 7). The 

506 keV resonance level, on the other hand, does not: o(r,r#/rt) < 0.14 eV ‘l). 

As a result of these measurements the spins and partities of the 504 keV and the 

506 keV resonance levels are determined to be 2+ and 1+ if orbital angular momentum 

mixing of the captured protons is left out of consideration. 

The reasoning leading to these assignments is as follows. 

The 504 keV resonance level. From the isotropy of the angular distribution 

the possible assignments are 2+ and 3+ (s-capture) or 1 + (d-capture) if a suitable channel 

spin mixing ratio is assumed. An assignment of l- (p-capture with channel spin 2f) 

leads to the uniquely determined angular distribution W(0) - 1 - 0.27 cossf?, 

which is completely ruled out by the measured isotropy. Spin 0 is impossible because of 

the existence of a ground-state transition. In addition the alpha particle emission rules 

out l-k, 2m and 3+. The first of these is in any case highly improbable because of the 

existence of a decay mode to the 4+ second excited state, and the other two (as well as 

higher spins) are likewise improbable because of the ground state transition. 

Thus the assignment of 2+ is considered to be very safely established *). 

The 506 keV resonance level. As above, spin 0 is ruled out uniquely by the 

existence of a ground-state transition. A 1~ assignment would lead to an angular 

distribution of the transition to the first excited state of W(0) = 1 - 0.015 cos20 
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for unmixed 1Cl racli;llion. .In xlmisturc 01 A12 r;ktliatlon \\,ith ;I mixiiig pram~t~r of 
0.33 ~~oulcl be rcquirctl to explain the obscrvctl anisotropy. ‘l‘his is highly improlxtblc, 

and the failure of the state to emit alpha prticlcs strengthens this argument. ~1 2 ! 
assignment \~oultl lead to isotropy as \\-~ll as to emission of alpha prtidcs, antI thus 

is rejected. In vie\\, however, of the fact that a smal1 mistur~ of il.capture coultl 

produce the observed anisotropy, and also that the failurc~ to emit alph;~ }xrrticles could 

be a consequence of the isotopic spin sclcction rule, it is \\orth noting that two st;Lt(xy 

of the same spin and parity ~vonld not bc cxpxtetl LO 11~ only t\vo kilovolts apart. 
Even if the isotopic spins of the stxtcs \vcrc tliffcrwt, the coloumb intt.rxtlor~ \voultl 

probably separate t\vo levels of the S;LIIIC’ sl”n ant1 parity by wvcr;tl tvns of kilovolts. 

Since the assignment of the 504 kcV Ic\~l is absolutely certain, this same assi,onmwt 
can be rejected immediately for the 506 kc>\: level. .\ 2- assignment coultl Icxl to the 
observctl anisotrop), for suitably chosen channel spin mixing, but is wntlcrctl most 

unlikely by the transition to the ground state which \voultl h;lvc. to b(> ,112. Highctr 
spins arc also rejected on the basis of the txistcnw of a grountl-stat? transition. 

An assignment of 1’ to the reson;mce lc’vc’l could lcxl to the obser\ctl ;rnlsotropy lor 

H wide range of values of the f121df 1 mixing parameter, and thr channel spill mixing 
ratio. It is thus concluded that this assignment is by far the most likclv. ‘l‘h~a now 

emission of alpha particles merely winforces the argument, but is not takcw to hc of 

pnramount importance. 

\Ve wish to thank ~2. IN. H oogcnboom lor v;~lual~lc help in thv early stages of this 

xvork, and in particular Professor T’. M. 13ntlt and :I. H c- ylig~rs for placing unpblish- 

cd information on the spectrum of the upper level at our disposal. ‘I‘his investigation 
was partly supported by the joint research program of the Stichting voor ITuntlamcntccl 
Onclerzock cler Matcrie and the Nctlerlantlsc Organis;Ltic> vow %rlivrr \\~c~tcnsch;~p~,cliil~ 
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